We have produced an mRNA expression time course of zebrafish development 16 across 18 time points from 1-cell to 5 days post-fertilisation sampling individual and 17 pools of embryos. Using poly(A) pulldown stranded RNA-seq and a 3′ end transcript 18 counting method we characterise the temporal expression profiles of 23,642 genes. 19
The morphological processes underlying the transformation of a fertilised egg into a 53 free swimming fish have been studied extensively owing to the ease with which 54 embryogenesis can be observed and manipulated (Behrndt et al., 2012) . This has 55 identified many genes that drive crucial steps of the differentiation process, however 56 the wealth of morphological phenotype data has not been matched with a systematic 57 analysis of the corresponding molecular events. Baseline transcriptomic datasets in 58 Figure 2A ). This is searchable by gene/allele name, Ensembl/ZFIN ID 129 and GO terms. It is also possible to start with a single seed gene and have 130 Expression Atlas add in similarly expressed genes (as assessed by k-means 131 clustering) for comparison (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/FAQ.html#similarExpression). 132
The data are also viewable in Ensembl as separate stage-specific selectable tracks 133 along with one merged track (http://www.ensembl.org/Danio_rerio). The aligned 134 reads can be displayed as either coverage graphs or read pairs. Reads that span 135 introns can be viewed to investigate alternative splicing in a stage-specific manner 136 
Figure1-3. DeTCT sample Correlation matrix. Sample correlation matrix showing 163
the Pearson correlation coefficient between each pair-wise comparison of samples. 164 Of the 23,642 genes 5,024 are uncharacterised (i.e. genes with automatically 220 generated names such as zgc:* and si:ch*). Interestingly, at dome and gastrula 221 stages, the proportion of these unnamed genes is much higher (29.2-39.4%) than at 222 other stages (14.4-26.5%; Figure 3A ). This could indicate a lack of orthologues and 223 therefore that zebrafish gastrulation is enriched for the expression of genes exclusive 224 to this species. However, we looked at the proportions of unnamed genes with 225 orthologues in various species. Genes with no orthologues in any of the species 226 were categorised as Danio, those with orthologues present in the fish species 227 examined, but not the mammals were termed Teleost and those with orthologues 228 present in the mammals as well were termed Vertebrate (although in many cases the 229 identified last common ancestor is more basal than vertebrates e.g. Bilateria). The 230
proportions of these categories are broadly constant across all 18 stages and there 231 is not an increase of the Danio-specific genes at gastrulation (Supplemental Figure  232 3-1). This suggests that there is a large number of genes involved in vertebrate 233 gastrulation that are yet to be characterised. The complete list of clusters along with 234 the ZFA/GO term enrichment are provided in Supplemental Data Files 3-5. 235 These are clusters of genes that are more highly connected with each other than 281 with the rest of the graph. This produces 252 clusters, the vast majority of which 282 (238) have fewer than 100 genes ( Figure 3B ). Broadly speaking, the clusters on the 283 left-hand side of the graph represent genes expressed at early stages, whereas 284 towards the right of the graph the expression profiles are progressively later in 285 development ( Figure 3B -C). For example, cluster 2 contains genes that are 286 maternally supplied and then degraded, cluster 11 has genes that accumulate after 287 the 2-cell stage (possibly by control of polyadenylation) and are then cleared. To test 288 whether this is an artefact of the normalisation process, we also normalised the 289 counts using the ERCC spike-in RNAs included in every sample. The expression 290 profiles are similar, although the ERCC normalisation introduces more variability 291 from embryo to embryo within the same stage (Figure 3 test for each chromosome for each cluster that contained more than five genes from 320 that chromosome. Table 1 shows the clusters and chromosomes that are 321 significantly enriched by more than twofold. This identifies four clusters ( Figure 3B Figure 4D ). These genes begin to be expressed at a similar stage to the 380 chromosome 4 ZnF genes, although they tend to be more widely expressed over the 381 time course ( Figure 4D) . 382
There are also several other domains of co-expressed genes that can be clearly 383 seen at the chromosome level, such as the gamma crystallin family of genes on 384 chromosome 9, that are all highly expressed at the end of the time series 385 (Supplemental Figure 4-3B) . 386
Interestingly, there is a small region on chromosome 12 where the genes are all 387 expressed from late gastrula through to the end of the pharyngula period 388 (Supplemental Figure 4-3C) . The genes in this region all have clone-based names 389 apart from ctslb (ENSDARG00000039173, also known as hatching gland 1, hgg1). 390
All of them appear in the same BioLayout cluster (cluster 74), which has an 391 overrepresentation of genes on chromosome 12 (Table 1 ). This appears to be a fish-392 specific expansion of cathepsin L. Similar expansions have happened in multiple 393 different lineages including rodents 394 (http://www.ensembl.org/Mus_musculus/Gene/SpeciesTree?db=core;g=ENSMUSG0 395 0000021477;r=13:64363214-64370306;t=ENSMUST00000021933). lost, however a significant proportion were retained and are now present as 411 paralogous pairs. Paralogous genes can have conserved expression patterns but 412 often the expression patterns have diverged so that the paralogues function at 413 different times or in different tissues. To investigate whether we can see this in our 414 data, which has only stage and not tissue specificity information, we produced a list 415 of one-to-one teleost-specific paralogues pairs using data from Ensembl (3144 gene 416 pairs with expression in our data). 417
We calculated the Pearson correlation coefficients between the normalised counts 418 for each paralogous pair as a measure of how similar the expression profiles are. A 419
histogram of the correlation coefficients shows a distribution skewed to high positive 420 correlations ( Figure 5A ) when compared to a random sample of gene pairs of similar 421 size ( Figure 5B ). Despite this skew, there is a significant proportion of the distribution 422 with low or negative correlation coefficients, suggesting that this may represent a set 423 of genes whose expression patterns have diverged (50% of the distribution is below 424 0.45). 425
Examples of highly correlated and negatively correlated genes are shown in Figure  426 5C-G and Supplemental Figure 5 where each region may be associated with multiple 3′ ends. However, many of these 459 are false positives due to poly(T) pulldown from genomic poly(A) tracts within 460 transcripts. These regions are then filtered by various criteria such as distance to an 461 annotated gene and genomic context in an attempt to remove artefactual regions 462 ( Figure 6B and Methods), which reduces the set to 37,724 regions. For this analysis, 463
we increased the stringency of filtering to reduce the inclusion of false-positive ends 464 and produce a high-confidence set of 3′ ends to work from. This stricter set contains 465 8358 regions. Once the regions have been associated with annotated genes, 1551 466 genes have two or more 3′ ends. 467
This high-confidence set has allowed us to define 3′ ends of genes that are 468 alternatively used throughout development. For example, pdlim5b 469 (ENSDARG00000027600) has three alternative 3′ ends which are used at different 470 times during development ( Figure 6C-E) . During cleavage and gastrula stages, one 471 particular end is used (end 2 in Figure 6C ), but all three are observed during 472 segmentation stages. Ends 1 and 2 would be predicted to produce the same protein 473 with different 3′ UTRs, allowing for differential post-transcriptional regulation. that there is a much larger fraction of unnamed genes in the stages from dome to 540 75% epiboly. We find that this peak in unnamed genes during gastrulation is not 541 driven by an enrichment for teleost or zebrafish-specific genes, as the proportion of 542 unnamed genes with mammalian orthologues is at the same level during these 543 stages as during the rest of development. This implies that there is a large number of 544 genes involved in vertebrate gastrulation that have yet to be characterised. 545
Having a large number of stages and replicates allows us to cluster genes by their 546 expression profile across all of development using a graph-based method. This splits 547 the assayed genes into 252 different expression profiles containing at least 5 genes 548 each (10,363 of the genes are assigned to clusters). GO/ZFA enrichment on these 549 clusters allows us to associate unnamed genes with known processes. 550
One intriguing set of clusters contains an over-representation of genes on the long 551 arm of chromosome 4, a region considered to be constitutive heterochromatin (Howe 552 et al., 2013b). The vast majority of these genes encode proteins with zinc finger 553 domains. The clusters show expression profiles that rise sharply around the time of 554 zygotic genome activation (ZGA) and decrease at the latest after 75% epiboly. Given 555 this, it is tempting to speculate that these genes have a role during the activation of 556 the zygotic genome. In Drosophila the zinc finger gene Zelda (zld) is involved in way to allow for the rapid activation of the first zygotic genes. This is supported by 565 the finding that these clusters also contain four unnamed genes, also found on 566 chromosome 4, that are predicted to be H3K36 methyltransferases 567 (ENSDARG00000104681, ENSDARG00000091062, ENSDARG00000076160, 568 ENSDARG00000103283). H3K36 methylation is generally, albeit not exclusively, 569 associated with active euchromatin (Wagner and Carpenter, 2012) . Another option is 570 Correlation analysis of paralogues stemming from a teleost-specific genome 580 duplication shows that while there is the expected skew towards positive temporal 581 expression correlation, a significant proportion of paralogues have diverged in their 582 expression pattern as demonstrated by low or negative correlation coefficients. This 583 is confirmed by an analysis of the expression annotations provided by ZFIN. There 584 are caveats to this analysis, not least that the annotation is far from complete and, 585 therefore, annotations may not overlap simply because a certain stage has been 586 investigated for one paralogue, but not the other. It will also be the case that some 587 genes have expression patterns that are diverged spatially, but not temporally. Thus 588 the number of genes whose expression annotations do not overlap is an estimate, 589 but it does suggest that the phenomenon of divergence is widespread among 590 paralogues, something that might be expected to be the case since there needs to 591 be some form of selective pressure on retaining paralogous pairs. 592 A further layer of complexity is added by differential exon and 3′ end use. The 593 dataset uncovers new splice isoforms which, when viewed in Ensembl against the 594 Ensembl genebuild, will refines the current gene annotation and ties splice isoforms 595 to their temporal expression patterns. This is of particular relevance to the ongoing 596 debate surrounding reverse genetics approaches in zebrafish (Kok et al., 2015). One 597 possible explanation for phenotypic discrepancies between morpholino antisense 598 oligo knockdown, code disrupting point mutations and CRISPR/Cas9 or TALEN-599 mediated larger deletions is that mutations affect potentially non-critical exons that 600 are only present in a subset of transcripts of a given gene. An improved annotation 601 that gives temporal resolution of exon usage will be of tremendous value for the 602 identification of critical exons. 603
Using the 3′ end sequencing method DeTCT, we have catalogued the differential 604 2012) we find that there is differential use of not only 3′ UTRs but also coding 607 sequence across development. We show that pdlim5b is expressed as several 608 transcripts, with a single maternal isoform and multiple zygotic ones producing 609 different proteins. Incorporation of the data into an updated gene set will 610 systematically identify these and refines our understanding of gene regulation. 611 Furthermore, it provides scope for temporally resolved analysis using transcript-612 specific knockout targeting strategies. 613
An important role of 3′ UTRs is in post-transcriptional regulation of their transcripts. 614
The 3′ UTRs contain binding sites for miRNAs which silence transcripts through 615 translational repression or mRNA destabilisation (Bartel, 2009). However, the 616 primary transcripts of miRNAs are often poorly annotated. Using two miRNA 617 processing mutants (dgcr8 and drosha), we have produced an improved pri-miRNA 618 assembly with an increase of 42% in the number of Ensembl miRNAs with an 619 associated primary transcript. In agreement with previous studies (Chang et al., 620 2015; Gaeta et al., 2017), the assembly shows that miRNAs are processed from 621 primary transcripts with multiple isoforms with potentially multiple transcription start 622 sites (Figure 7) . This diversity of transcripts means that the expression of miRNAs in 623 relatively close proximity (e.g. dre-let-7d-1 and dre-mir-125a-1) could be regulated at 624 multiple levels ( Figure 7C ). In some transcripts both let-7d-1 and mir-125a-1 are both 625 intronic and in some mir-125a-1 is exonic. There are also transcripts with alternate 626 promoters which exclude the let-7d-1 locus entirely. These features provide 627 significant flexibility to the transcriptional regulation of miRNAs. It is possible that a 628 proportion of the assembled constructs are fragments. Clear definition of the 5' and 629 3' termini will require further work and ultimately experimental validation by an 630 alternative method such as 5′ rapid amplification of cDNA ends. 631 A major aim for this work was to create an accessible reference of normal mRNA 632 expression during zebrafish development. The primary sequence is available from 633 the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA, http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena), but importantly 634 has also been interpreted for immediate user-friendly access. Expression Atlas 635 provides relative expression levels while Ensembl displays alternative genomic 636 transcript structures alongside the current gene annotation. These pre-computed 637 analyses allow an in-depth examination of the data on a gene by gene basis. This 638 makes it easy for researchers to benefit from the data and provides a direct link to 639 the wealth of information present in genomic databases. 640
